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Brands 
A3 Performance · Aquasport (Die-cut) · Beco · Eyeline · Head Corda · Vorgee. 
 

Sizes 
Size EUR USA AUST/UK  

01 26-29 Children 8-11 Children 6-8  

02 30-33 Children 11-13 Children 8-11  

03 34-35 1-3 Children 11-Adult 1  

04 36-37 3-5 1-3  

05 38-39 5-7 3-5  

06 40-41 7-9 5-7  

07 42-43 9-11 7-9  

08 44-45 11-13 9-11  

09 46-48 13-15 11-13  

10 49-51 16-17 13-15  
 

Dimensions 
Size Fin length (mm) Fin width (mm) Footspace length (mm) Footspace width (mm) 

01     

02     

03     

04     

05     

06     

07     

08   270 100 

09 510 210 280 105 

10     
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Description 
The SF158 Marlin is a rubber swim fin manufactured by Principal Win of Penang, Malaysia. It is available in one or 
two colours, including black, blue, grey, lime, navy, orange, pink, red and royal. It may be colour-coordinated by 
size for ease of identification, as with Speedo Trialon fins. 

Features: 
Marlin swim fins 

 Are ideal for swimming in the pool or snorkelling in the open sea. 

 Have a high natural-rubber content; the comfortable soft rubber material allows the user’s foot to bend and 
expand naturally, reducing fatigue. 

 Are REACH-, SVHC- and RoHS-compliant; all materials, including pigments, are non-toxic and safe. 

 Have foot pockets made of soft comfortable rubber and designed for comfort; their ergonomic design forms 
to the user’s feet for maximum comfort; they are designed to decrease friction within the foot pocket, 
preventing any chance of blisters. 

 Have slip resistant, non-marking soles, providing good traction. 

 Have specially designed heel tabs, allowing easy fitting and removal of fins in and out of the water. 

 Have blades designed for optimum flexibility and effectiveness; long, flexible fin blade engineered to convert 
light kick into maximum thrust. 

 Have extended side ribs, giving maximum efficiency by converting the power of the user’s kick into forward 
thrust; they also give control over direction of strokes and prevent fishtailing from side to side. 

 Have a centre rib at the bottom of the fin, reinforcing the shape of the fin to take the strain off toes to 
improve comfort. 

Videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UlrvoTzQCM · https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8Jvvm1gLrc. 
 

Antecedents 
These pictures show similarities and differences between the original SF158 fin design (below left) and the new 
SF158 fin design (below right): 

  

 Both SF158 fin designs come with heel tabs, broad-fitting foot pockets and plain, concave-tipped blades. 

 The original design had a herringbone pattern heel tread and a squared sole in the toe area, while the new 
design has a heel tread with concentric-circle studs, a rounded sole in the toe area and a short rib. 

 Over the decades and around the world, many leading brands in the swim goods industry, including Eyeline and 
Kiefer, have opted for the original SF158 fin design, either entire or die-cut. The new design has attracted a large 
following too in the few years of its existence. 
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